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INTRODUCTION
This special issue was borne out of a wish to stimulate a vivid academic debate addressing some of the more fundamental theoretical issues within
project studies. To some extent, we miss the academic debates, disagreements, and provocative claims needed to bring insightful theories to
project studies and develop new ones. This is in line with earlier calls for critical project studies and the advancement of theories of projects (Cicmil
& Hodgson, 2006; Geraldi & Söderlund, 2018; Söderlund, 2004).
With this special issue, we support the PMJ Editorial Board’s decision to enhance the profile of PMJ in terms of publishing interesting theory (Müller
& Klein, 2018). Therefore, with this call for papers, we want to stimulate explorative thinking and “bold theorizing” to further develop project
studies as a scholarly field and generate debate among project scholars.
We are specifically looking for organization and management theories that are relevant to project studies as well as contributions demonstrating
how project studies can enrich the fields of organization and management more generally. In that respect, we are trying to discuss how project
studies might be advanced, and—equally important—how project studies might advance management and organization studies.
We are looking for conceptual papers and essays that develop the needed thoughtfulness, normative thinking, and abstraction to further advance
theorizing within project studies. Such papers would ultimately contribute to our understanding of why projects exist, how they differ (Van
Marrewijk, Ybema, Smits, Clegg, & Pitsis, 2016), how they behave (Aubry, 2011), how they are managed (Söderlund, 2004), and how they relate
with the broader institutional context (Sydow & Staber, 2002).
We call on contributors to “construct their voices” as project scholars—personal and vested. Therefore, we call for contributions that would defend
well-argued, solid opinions about theories. Topics might include, but are not limited to:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Projects and culture
The promises of temporary organizations
The temporality of temporary organizations
The routines of projects
Projects and change/stability
Projects and learning/unlearning
Projects and processes

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Projects and institutions
Projects and power
Projects and social identity
Projects and uncertainty
The human in projects
Escapism in projects
Collaboration and conflicts in projects

REVIEW PROCESS AND SUBMISSIONS
We initially ask potential contributors to submit a paper proposal and brief outline of their idea (around 1,000 words) to Joana Geraldi
(jge.ioa@cbs.dk) before 15 December 2018. Authors will receive feedback on their idea and learn if their paper proposal is relevant to the special
issue. The criteria for assessment of contributions include: Is the idea interesting/provocative? Does it have potential to catalyze new ways of
thinking in project studies? To what extent does it also address more fundamental theoretical challenges in management and organization
studies? When accepted, the authors will be invited to submit a full paper of approximately 6,000 words plus references for the second step in the
submission process by 15 April 2019, which will be sent out for review..
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